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The roof is carefully embracing the harbor, gently touching the ground 
through the thin columns, and yet having a huge impact on the city. 
Covering a piece of the boundless harbor space, the roof is giving it its 
human scale. The essential part of the project is not the shape itself but 
the generated life and a deep meaning it carries in itself. The suggestion is 

the final swing of a brush, binding the drawing together. Its’ task is only to 
enlighten the beauty already bursting from the space. How would it be to 
experience a day in the middle of the night or a night during the day? To 
feel warm while bounded by the winter cold? How it would feel to sense 
the time passing by in the middle of Helsinki?
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Our decisions on the needs of this space in the middle of the city are 
based on our analysis of climati c conditi ons, city structure, cultural 
background of the inhabitants, connecti on to the sea and sustainable 
development crucial for all modern citi es. We focused on how and in 
which form everyday acti viti es in Helsinki take place and considered 
the fl ow of people in the city and also how the introducti on of digital 
technologies could modify the use of space. Through our analysis we 
confi rmed that Helsinki suffi  ciently sati sfi es all aspects of our research. 
City’s lati tude results in a cold climate and additi onally in a specifi c fl ow 
of ti me as one can clearly disti nguish between summer and winter. The 

the climate refl ects itself on the behavior of people. Orthogonally based 
inner city structure is already effi  cient. Consequently, we have directed 
our att enti on on the city verge, specifi cally on the South harbor. We think 
the current program gives the harbor its crucial coastal identi ty, but it 
unfortunately results in an unpleasant public space. All along its history, 
Helsinki has been modifying its natural coastline, adapti ng its effi  ciency 
to the shipping-related services. In our assignment we strive to generate 
the most suitable conditi ons for public life, searching for a compromise 
between well-being and preservati on of harbor’s identi ty.

barely setti  ng summer sun almost doesn’t show itself in the winter. 
Conditi ons are changing in long term intervals and so does the city’s life; 

BACKGROUND

Day and night durati on in diff erent citi es around the globe has an impact on the climati c 
conditi ons.

Relati on to the sea in diff erent citi es around the globe.
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Thinking about the consequences that digitization has on life in the 
cities, we realized that architects’ role in determining the exact activities 

is losing its importance. This goes particularly for the debates about 
public space. With new technologies, we are able to do whatever we 
like, wherever we want it, with our activities not necessary related to a 
specific place. We are constantly communicating with other people and 
we are constantly receiving a lot of information from the world around 
us. Internet of things is growing and its influence gets stronger every day. 
Together, the digital net and the net of buildings and streets of our cities 
are weaving our everyday. This is the reason we tried to go deeper in the 
question of the function of the harbor. Nowadays one does not have to 
visit a certain place to experience a specific activity, as digitization can 
bring it towards him. Galleries and libraries are located in our homes, 
projected onto the digital net. 

We started looking for answers in the roots of the city so we could grow 
a new branch of the tree: Urban theory tells us that houses are small 
cities, thus cities are like really large homes. Homes consist of rooms for 
sleeping, terraces for spending nice summer afternoons, a kitchen for 
food preparation, and finally a living room. In a similar way cities acquire 
apartments for sleeping, parks for spending nice summer afternoons, 
commercial areas for responding to citizens’ needs, and finally, a center: 
a space we decided to call the living room. Due to Finland’s climate 
conditions, public space tends to disappear during winter. We believe 
that Helsinki has a necessity to channel public life during the cold part of 
the year. The living room would give citizens the ability to live through the 
winter. On top of that it could generate diverse spaces as tranquility of a 

DIGITALIZATION

WHAT ABOUT THE PROGRAM?

Personalization of the physical net of spaces. With digitalization one can access different 
spaces on the digital net.

Points of heat interrupt the cold environment, create adequate conditions for life and make 
the space more dynamic.

“...As Philosophers say, that the town is a kind of large house, and the other 
way round - a house is like a little town,...” (Alberti, De Re Aedificatoria, 
1485).
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Connecting the inhabitants of Helsinki in their daily activities and giving them an opportunity 
to participate in layout of space.

The underlying idea is to create a contrast space which would point out 
good attributes of the city. The shape of the roof section is an answer to 
each particular situation on different parts forming the harbor (beside 
the park, at the market space, the shipping docks ...). In that way the 
influence of this project is radially thrown away to the city. Therefore we 

want to introduce adequate conditions in which people can insert their 
favorable activities. These conditions are primarily spatial as we generate 
them with the use of sections and floors. More subtle conditions follow, 
embodying different kinds of architectural experiences. 

We generate them with the use of temperature, cosiness of materials on 
furniture, finishing treatment of the roof material, the echo of the sound, 

the flow of time ... We believe in the importance of harmony which rests 
in the living room of each home. With our assignment we want to let 
people know of the already existing opportunity, which is living on the 
seaside. 

What do we do in a living room? In a living room, we live. We read a book 
or watch television, spend time with our families and friends. This is why 
we want to offer to the city of Helsinki a relaxing space, a place where 
all the thousands different activities can take place. A place formed by 
people and their personal relations. They become the main characters 
of this movie. We just want to open them a door and give home to 
thousands of little projects and everyday ideas.

LIVING ROOM

ONLY CONDITIONS

Minimal structure gives the place its human scale and still preserve the harbor identity.

How would it be to experience day at the time of night. Or night at the time of day.

living room is one of the most pleasant working places for many artists. 
Because of these reasons, we decided to provide the function of a living 
room for the city. 
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We tend to enrich our locati on based on the idea of creati ng diverse 
conditi ons. The proposed structure consists of basic architectural 

elements. A roof is placed on top of steel columns. The roof system 
is made of two layers of reused metal hulls with supporti ng beams in 
between. The roof is thinner at the edge so it seems like a fl oati ng line 
above the harbor. Diverse shapes of roof secti ons create fi elds of light 
and shadow, openness and inti macy. Treatment of the roof surface is 
another feature which is making huge impact on the created spaces. 
Steel polished surface is hammered on parti cular places. This results in 
diverse refl ecti vity of both light and sound. Similar eff ect is achieved by 
the changing of convex and concave shapes of roof secti ons. 

Scheme of shadows under the roof _ 1:5000 Scheme of fi elds of absorbed sound _ 1:5000

THE ROOF

Reusing old ship hulls.
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The column is not only a supporti ng element for the roof but also a gen-
erator of appropriate life conditi ons. With att ached light and heati ng de-
vices it becomes a source of lighti ng and warmth. Diff erent density of 
columns indicates the dance of fi elds of light and shadow, warmth and 
cold. On top of that being placed both on land and in the sea the columns 
connect both parts of the shore. By all of this we give a symbolic meaning 
to the tectonic elements.

We equip the place with non-fi xed modular urban furniture blocks. 
Each block is made of two parts, hard solid wood base with topping 
out of compressed recycled materials. Modular blocks can form various 

ADJUST YOUR SPACE!

THE COLUMN elements, resulti ng in another tool of space design. However, unlike other 
tools we use, the arrangement of blocks can be constantly changing. We 
let the people create their own favorable layouts, off ering them a chance 
to acti vely incorporate them in space design. The same blocks are used 
for the purpose of special events, such as exhibiti ons and events.

Heat distributi on. Electrical heaters turn on with the local presence of people _ 1:5000

Modular furniture blocks.

Scheme of lighti ng zones _ 1:5000
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Axonometric drawing of elements forming space _ 1:50
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In the sea we found a symbol of the sun, which is giving Helsinki a 
new sense of ti me. A natural way to tell people that ti me is passing by. 
Watches tell us what ti me is it, but they don´t give us a sense of a sunset, 
they don’t tell us that the day is ending, that it´s ti me to go to rest. We 
decided to use the ti de of the sea as an instrument of visualizati on of 
the ti me passing by: approximately every 12 hours the ti de cycle is 
concluded. Why not point it out, using it as a tool to remind people of the 
day passing by? Underneath the fl oor we install four large water storage 
tanks. We process the removed material and use it for new paving along 
the site. Energy obtained by water column technology turns the turbines 

place them on such height that they are submerged by the high ti de and 
above the water surface at low ti de. Consequently their light is diff erent 
when they announce the high and the low ti de. In that way there is a 
real manifestati on of ti des with light: changes in the gravity of heavenly 
bodies upon earth are reconverted into changes of light. We cannot bring 
day and night eff ect to Helsinki, but we can off er an alternati ve sense of 
ti me. 

which directly power rows of lights placed along the harbor. Each ti me 
a change in ti de level occurs, it results in a shivering light. We hide the 
light sources inside the coast edge so they provide indirect lighti ng; we 

Area of momentary sea illuminati on _ 1:5000

Illuminati on of the sea is momentary and occurs during changes in ti de levels. At low ti de 
level the lights are refl ected on the sea surface. At high ti de level the lights are submerged 
and illuminate the sea water.

THE FLOW OF TIME
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Scheme of introverted and extroverted spaces _1:2500
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Every architectural project has to deal with its surroundings, it has to 
present an added value on its site. With our submission we want to 
connect diverse places of the city lining along the South harbor. We 
want to interweave different functions of the city and concentrate life 
along the harbor. With the shape and position of the roof we improve 
features of the site. One example of such improvements is the change 
of the current marketplace which is blocking the view of the sea. Having 
convexly shaped reflective surface behind it we enables glimmers of soft 
light to penetrate through. Along the years Helsinki has used its coast 
for mainly industrial purposes. Salted water of the finish capital always 

to delete the historical traces. Without changing it, we want to offer a 
new perspective of the sea, a new way to contact with it, a new source 
of inspiration for Helsinki artists. We are giving them an invitation for a 
new relation with the sea. Because of its closing and familiar shape, we 
believe this harbor is a good place for bringing people to the sea. 

The marketplace has been blocking the view from the street to the sea. Convex shape of roof 
reflects the view to the sea. The marketplace gains a large covered area which forms a better 
connection to the sea.

At the corner of the harbor the roof rises to indicate the direction of the Esplanade Park. 
Looking from the Park the roof is seen as just a line above the horizon.

represented an economical driveway in contrast to the sweet waters. 
Historical development results in a specific design of their coasts which 
also gives a character to the city. In our opinion it would be a mistake 

INTO THE CITY
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We generate diverse moments in relation to the water: Sometimes 
the roof brings you closer to the water, it invites you to touch it; waves 
crashing against the stone resonate in the space; light iluminate the sea, 
reflects on the roof and turns glimmer. Sometimes the roof is conversely, 

Beside Katanajokka Terminals the roof becomes a barrier separating the seaside from the 
road. The space under the roof has a function of a waiting area for departures to the sea.

Shapes of the roof sections visually shorten the path from Katanajokka to the area of 
marketplace.

We extend the Kaivopuisto Park inside the harbor to increase fluidity and connect it to the sea.

completely open, uncovering the view of the horizon, letting all the light 
to go through it and reflecting the light of a new breaking dawn. In that 
way, a walk along the harbor turns into a sort of time travel as various 
ambient places follow each other under the same roof.
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Facade of the roof stretching along the South harbor area _ 1:2500
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Ground fl oor plan beside the marketplace _1:200
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Plan of roof constructi on _1:200
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Typical section of the roof and the water storage tanks _1:100
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Facade of the marketplace area _1:200
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Modular furniture can form various layouts. Section model of the project _ 1:50
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Section model of the project _ 1:50
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Section model of the project _ 1:50
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Section model of the project _ 1:50
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Section model of the project _ 1:50
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During the day, we rely mostly on the sense of sight, since day is mostly 
light and clear. Conversely at night, we need to rely on other senses that 
become more active (smell, touch, hearing ...). The city mutes at night, 

Several activities can take place at South harbor.  Different conditions 
generated along the harbor can together with flexible furniture make 
this possible. Previous images have been showing some of our visions 
of the expected uses. Various expositions can be organized by rotating 
furniture and by forming horizontal surfaces. In this case, you could 
see the reflection of the whole exhibition in the roof. The roof can also 
provide suitable place for different events, like concerts. Because of the 
ecological character of the whole project with idea to form a new artistic 
center we propose this harbor as a potential new location for “flow 
festival” activities. After all, the harbor is still an industrial place. Also, a 

series of big temporary events could take place here. However, we expect 
that generally small activities would be developed. We predict the living 
room would be the primary cornerstone forming public life.

it´s time for whispering secrets. Lovers prefer the moon as their witness 
rather than the sun; and the night has always been a good accomplice 
to the artists. So we tried to differ between day and night, open from 
intimate, public from private. Individuals and the society need both 
of them. Contrast spaces enrich each other while pointing out their 
qualities. A new light source only shows all the colors hidden behind the 
grey everyday.

SENSE OF TIME

WHAT TO DO?


